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Introduction
The plan was to publish some of the papers presented last summer at the
Texas Bar International Law Section's program on Legal, Economic and
Practical Aspects of Trade with the People's Republic of China. While the
arrangements to do that were being made, two very nice things happened.
Kempton Jenkins, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Director
of the Bureau of East-West Trade, offered to submit an article on the Trade
Agreement; and Professor Li of Stanford offered to submit one on the
Taiwan question. Both offers were accepted at once, and I am delighted to
note that both articles appear in this issue.
Mr. Jenkins analyzes the implications of recent agreements on United
States-China trade, and Mr. Surrey relates their significance to lawyers in
international practice.
Dr. Hsia is convinced that the base of the legal system in the People's
Republic of China (PRC) is shaky, and that the system will not be immune to
radical reversals of policy. Antilegalism, he maintains, is alive and well in the
PRC. Professor Li provides a perspective on Taiwan, 'Which the United States
cannot summarily dismiss for reasons of state. My own articles outline the
existing framework and development of the tax system and the implications
of the new Joint Venture law.
The study of China's laws today is a study in change. Recent months, like
recent years, have been times of rapid and radical changes in policies and
goals. Many party officials, bureaucrats and managers are unsure of how far
to go along with these most recent changes. One day the United States is an
enemy; now it is a "lao gege" (old brother). One day Mao exhorts his fol-
lowers to "smash the law;" another day the People's Daily urges citizens to
uphold the law. The result is that many people, including those who make the
laws, feel somewhat confused and cheated. People within China as well as
without need to be reassured that the new policies favoring trade, moderniza-
tion and law are here to stay.
The PRC is now prepared to reach out, not only to do business with West-
erners, but also to invite them into joint-venture investments. This will re-
quire a sound legal system, including new labor, foreign exchange, civil,
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copyright and tax laws. Much of this work remains to be done and to be
evaluated by prospective investors. At present, trade with China shows great
promise as well as great potential.
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